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The outgoing week ending 26th Aug was disappointing for equities, as the stock market reversed the course and the 

benchmark KSE-100 index slipped by around 700 points (1.6%) on a week on week basis.  

From the outset, the stock market came under pressure, as the market closed in red during all but one trading days. Since 

the market had surged by around 9.7% through 21st July to 17th August, we have seen some profit taking from the 

participants. During the week, there were few positive developments. Firstly, SBP in its scheduled MPC meeting on 

Monday kept the rates unchanged, in line with market expectations, drawing comfort from moderating domestic demand 

and improving external position. The MPS also highlighted that international commodity prices have also softened, which 

will help contain imported inflation and trade balance going forward. In terms economic growth, the MPC expects the 

GDP growth to clock in around 3-4%, since current monetary tightening and fiscal consolidation will both decelerate 

growth momentum. On external side, it projects the current account deficit (CAD) to remain around 3% of the GDP during 

FY23. At the same time, it also estimates the reserves to increase to around USD 16 billion during the year, with the 

expected completion of IMF program, and additional commitments secured from the friendly countries. On the external 

front, there were also some positive developments. The Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) has announced it aims to spend 

USD 3 billion on various commercial and investment sectors in the country. Similarly, Saudi Arabia has also announced 

plans for a major investment, as the Saudi King issued a directive today to invest $1 billion in the Pakistani economy. 

Earlier this month, the UAE said it would invest USD 1 billion in Pakistani companies in the gas, logistics, finance and other 

sectors. However, the market response to the news was lukewarm, as they had already anticipated these flows and 

somewhat fell short of market expectations (which expected assistance in form of deposit/cash). There were also concerns 

emanating from the recent heavy downpour in the country and the ensuing floods in many areas, that will change both 

economic outlook to some extent and may alter inflation trajectory, at least in the short term.  

In terms of trading activity during the week, Banks/DFIs and Individual emerged as main buyers in the market, as each 

accumulated fresh positions to the tune of USD 4 million. On the contrary, Insurance and Mutual Funds remained the 

largest sellers with net outflows of USD 5 million and USD 4 million, respectively.  

Looking ahead, we believe that challenges on external front are being addressed. With IMF board scheduled to meet on 

29th, inflows (USD 1.2bn) will materialize very soon, which will unlock further inflows from friendly countries and 

multilateral institutions/donors. With global commodity super cycle waning gradually, we remain cautiously optimistic on 

country’s ability to steer through ongoing challenges. Although inflation is likely to remain elevated throughout the year 

with an accompanying tight monetary setting and the recent flash floods will further exacerbate inflationary pressure, 

SBP is not expected to chase the inflation trajectory, since bulk of inflation is driven by high food and high administered 

energy prices.  

In terms of corporate earnings, we acknowledge that backdrop remains challenging due to recent budgetary measures 

(10% one-off tax) and the economic measures (utilities & fuel price rationalization). Furthermore, due to mounting 

inflationary pressures amidst steep devaluation seen in recent months, demand and as well as margins of cyclical 

corporates may also face pressure. However, for other sectors that remain insulated from demand compression, and are 

beneficiary of PKR devaluation & Interest rate upcycle like Oil & Gas, Power Generation, Fertilizers, Technology, and 

Commercial Banks, we expect robust earnings growth going ahead, offsetting the decline in cyclical sector profitability. 

Therefore, we expect that overall corporate profitability would continue to grow, albeit at a modest pace. The recent 

corporate result announcements also strengthen this view, where companies continue to post robust pre-tax earnings. 

We again re-iterate that current stock market valuations compensate for the risks highlighted and any tangible 

improvement on economic front is expected to trigger a strong relief rally. 

Looking at the fundamentals, Price-to-Earnings Ratio (P/E) of the market is at multi-year low of around 4.4 times (earnings 

yield of around 23%). Therefore, we advise investors with medium to long-term investment horizon to build position in 

the stock market through our NBP stock funds. 

 


